THIMBLE CINCH ADD-ON PATTERN

A playfully unfolding addition to the Gather your [Sew-piles Pattern](#). Suggested Fabrics: silk habotai and cotton flannel. Lightweight, floppy fabrics are encouraged. Don’t hesitate to embroider and embellish appropriately. I would love to see a whole bunch of interpretations! A Flickr group is coming up, anyone up for making one of these purses and have a visual purse-a-long on Flickr? Say yes. Next Add-on Pattern to come: Scissor Keeper. Also! (I) for even more emphasis, Bottoms Up, A mod you will want to try out. Maybe you might even design your own add-on for the pattern, in which case: Let’s link the patterns up and have even more fun! We each need to have different Sew-piles at the ready. Right?

More Tutorial pdf’s to come, sign up for [TheCleverGuild’s newsletter](#) automatic email pattern updates, news of upcoming classes and more. You will be first to have it!
This Cinch Sack Pattern is 20 centimeters in diameter, I say this for your reference, not all printers will print at the same scale. It is easy enough to tailor your cinch sac to your thimble size and fabric choices. My thimble is a Size 8, resize your circles appropriately!
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